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Given a locally presentable category C and a universal closure operation on C, the full
subcategory of those objects in C which have the unique extension property along every dense
subobject, is reflective in C. We study conditions on C which force the left exactness of the
reflection: it suffices, for example, for monomorphisms to be stable under coproducts.
Introduction
Given a category iC with finite limits, a localization of iC is a full reflective
subcategory of C whose reflection is left exact. Each such localization induces a
universal closure operation on iC (cf. [5]). Conversely, given a universal closure
operation on iC, there is a corresponding full subcategory [)l of iC of those objects
orthogonal to the dense monomorphisms (cf. [8]); when iC is locally presentable,
[)l is reflective in C (cf. [10]). When C is a topos, the reflection C~[)l is left exact
(cf. [11]) and [)l is a localization of C, i.e. a subtopos of iC. But in general the
reflection is not exact (cf. [6]).
In [7,10] we find necessary and sufficient conditions for the left exactness of an
arbitrary reflection, but those conditions involve the knowledge of the class of all
morphisms inverted by the reflection. We use those results to deduce sufficient
conditions on a category iC, which imply the left exactness of the reflection
associated with any closure operation on C. As a consequence, localizations of C
are then in bijection with universal closure operations on ic.
Actually, we restrict our attention to a locally presentable regular category C
(cL [2,10]). For every Grothendieck tapas IE and every algebraic theory lr defined
in IE, the category C of lr-models in IE is of that type (d. [2,11D. The condition for
the left exactness of the reflection associated to a universal closure operation on C
is then just a compatibility between some monomorphisms and some coproducts.
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It is obviously satisfied when C is a topos or an abelian category, since in that case
a coproduct of monomorphisms is again a monomorphism.
When C is the category of models of some algebraic theory lr defined over Sets,
the condition for left exactness is satisfied in two special cases of interest; when lr
is commutative (cf. [14]) or when the coproduct with FI (the free algebra on one
generator) preserves monomophisms. Notice that when lr is the theory of rings,
the second condition says precisely that the correspondence R ~R[X] preserves
monomorphisms, which is obvious. But there are theories lr which fail to satisfy
this second condition.
When C is a topos or an abelian category, the localizations of C and their
relations with the universal closure operations on C are well known (cf. [9,11]).
Our theory extends widely the scope of the problem and we provide some new
examples in the theory of algebras on a ring.
A version of this paper, with fully detailed proofs, is available as a seminar
report of the Universite de Louvain.
1. Localizations and universal closure operations
We fix a locally a-presentable regular category iC (cf. [2,10]; our notion of
regularity includes the effectiveness of every equivalence relation), for example
the category of models of some algebraic theory in a Grothendieck topos (ct.
[11]). We denote by P the full subcategory of a-presentable objects.
Definition 1.1. A localization of iC is a full reflective subcategory of C whose
reflection is left exact.
Definition 1.2. A universal closure operation on C is a process which associates,
with every subobject S~ A, another subobject S>4 A, such that
(C1) S:5 S ,
(C2) Sl:5 Sz =? Sl :$ Sz ,
(C3) S=S, __
(C4) f-1(S) = f-\S),
where S, Sl, Sz are subobjects of A and f: B-7 A is a morphism.
Those conditions imply immediately
(C5) Sl n Sz = Sj n Sz .
Definition 1.3. Given a universal closure operation on C and a subobject S>4 A,
we say that S is dense in A when S = A, and S is closed in A when S = S.
Proposition 1.4. Given a localization (i-Ii: [])~ C) of C, with e the unit of the
adjunction, the following process is a universal closure operation on C: given a
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subobject S~ A in C, the closure S~ A is the pullback of us~ UA along eA'
This correspondence
(localization)~ (universal closure operation)
is injective. A monomorphism is inverted by I if and only if it is dense.
Proof. Cf. [3,4]. 0
We recall that an object C is orthogonal to a morphism f: A --i> B when the
mapping
C(f,c):C(B, C)--i>C(A, C); g~g'f
is a bijection. When t is a set of morphisms in C, those objects C orthogonal to
all the morphisms f E t span a full reflective subcategory of C (cf. [8, 10]).
Proposition 1.5. Given a universal closure operation on C, a monomorphism is
dense if and only if all its inverse images over the a-presentable objects are dense.
An object is orthogonal to every dense subobject if and only if it is orthogonal to
every dense subobject of the a-presentable objects.
Proof. The first statement is proved in [5]. The second holds since every
monomorphism is an a-filtered colimit of subobjects of a-presentable objects and
0'. - filtered colimits are universal in C (cf. [10]). 0
Definition 1.6. Given a universal closure operation on C, a morphism is called
bidense when its image is dense as well as the equalizer of its kernel pair.
Proposition 1.7. Given a universal closure operation on C, an object is orthogonal
to every bidense morphism if and only if it is orthogonal to every dense subobject of
the a-presentable objects.
Proof. Take a bidense morphism f :A --i> B, its image factorization i 0 p, its kernel
pair (u, v) and the equalizer Ll of (u, v). If C is orthogonal to every dense
subobject of the 0'. -presentable objects, every morphism g: A --i> C equalizes
(uLl, vLl), thus also (u, v) by Proposition 1.5. So f factors uniquely through
p = Coker(u, v) and thus also through i (Proposition 1.5). 0
Given a universal closure operation on iC, the dense subobjects of the 0'.-
presentable objects form a set. So there is a corresponding full reflective
subcategory of C spanned by those objects orthogonal to the dense monomor-
phisms (Proposition 1.5) and thus to the bidense morphisms (Proposition 1.7)-
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(cf. [8, 10]). That is what we call the orthogonal reflection corresponding to the
given closure operation.
Proposition 1.8. Consider a universal closure operation on C and the class ! of
bidense morphisms. The corresponding orthogonal reflection is just the category of
fractions C ---+ q 2: -1] if and only if
(Fl) In a commutative triangle, if two morphisms are bidense, so is the third
one;
(F2) The class of bidense morphisms is stable under small colimits.
Under these conditions, the orthogonal reflection is left exact if and only if,
moreover
(F3) The class of bidense morphisms is stable under change of base.
Proof. The first statement is deduced obviously from [10]; the second can be
found in [7]. D
2. The technical lemmas
The following lemmas intend to extract from conditions (F1)-(F3) in Proposi-
tion 1.8 those requirements which are always valid. We keep the notations of
Section 1, thus C is a locally a-presentable regular category and DJ> is the full
subcategory of a-presentable objects. We fix also an arbitrary universal closure
operation on C. We omit the proofs when they are analogous to well-known
arguments.
Lemma 2.1. The composite of two monomorphisms is dense if and only if both
monomorphisms are dense. 0
Lemma 2.2. A monomorphism is dense as soon as its pullback along a regular
epimorphism is dense. 0
Lemma 2.3. Consider a colimit (Si: Ai~ L) in C. A subobject 8~ L is dense as
soon as each s;1(8) is dense.
Proof. C is reflective in the tapas IP of presheaves on DJ>. We consider the colimit
(t i :Ai~M) in IP; its reflection is the col~mit L in C; JL: M~ L is the universal
morphism. We compute the image m~ I~ L of JL in IP; by universality of JL, L is
the smallest subobject of L in C containing I. Consider T = JL -\$); by universali-
ty of colimits in IP, T is the colimit of the various t;l(T) = S;l(&) = Ai' thus
T = M. Therefore Is &which implies S= L. 0
Lemma 2.4. The closure of an equivalence relation is an equivalence relation.
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Proof. C is equivalent to the category of a-continuous functors from pop to Sets
(cf. [10]). If R ~ A x A is an equivalence relation and P E IP:
R(P)~ {f:P---7A X Atf- 1(R) is dense}. 0
Lemma 2.5. The class of bidense morphisms is stable under change of base.
Proof. Since images are stable under change of base as well as equalizers of
kernel pairs, which are computed pointwise as in sets via the equivalence
iC ~ a-Cont(POP, Sets). 0
Lemma 2.6. The class of bidense morphisms is closed under composition.
Proof. Consider two bidense morphisms f, g and the corresponding image
factorizations f = i 0 p, g = lo q, q; = k 0 r. l is dense, and also k (Lemma 2.2), thus
lk is dense (Lemma 2.1). Now pulling back the equalizer of the kernel pair of g
along f x f, we obtain a dense monomorphism pi~ P where P is the kernel pair
of go f and pi that of f. One concludes by Lemma 2.1, since the equalizer of the
kernel pair of g 0 f is the composite of P'~ P with the equalizer of the kernel pair
off. 0
Lemma 2.7. The class of bidense morphisms is stable under finite limits.
Proof. The stability under empty limits means that 1 = 1 is bidense. The stability
under pullbacks follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 by a classical argument (cf.
[10]). 0
Lemma 2.8. If g is bidense, as well as go f, then f is bidense.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.5 and 2.6. 0
Lemma 2.9. Iff is bidense as well as go f, then g is bidense.
Proof. By Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 0
Lemma 2.10. The class of bidense morphisms is stable under a-filtered colimits.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and the commutation of images and finite limits with
a-filtered colimits. 0
Lemma 2.11. The class of bidense regular epimorphisms is stable under colimits.
Proof. Given a diagram (f;: A i ""* BJ of regular bidense epimorphisms, with
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kernel pairs (u;, Vi: Pi Ai) and corresponding equalizers (.1;: A; >--? P;), the
colimit of those data produces a regular epimorphism f: A --» B, a coequalizer of
two regular epimorphisms u, v : P :$ A as well as a monomorphism d: A ~ P
such that ud = idA = vd. d is dense since its inverse image over each Pi contains
Ai (Lemma 2.3).
If u', v': P'-:!t A-*J the kernel pair of f, (u, v) factors through (u', v') by a
morphism which we split through its image P ~J~ P'. The inclusion.1: A >--? J is
dense (Lemma 2.2). As f= Coker(u, v), P' is the equivalence relation on A'
generated by J. By Lemma 2.4, .1: A h) P' is dense. 0
Lemma 2.12. Given subobjects Si h) T; h) A with S; dense in T;, it follows that
V Si is dense in V T;.
Proof. V Si is the image of the factorization V S;~ A, thus the result follows
from Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 0
Lemma 2.13. The class of bidense morphisms is closed under coequalizers.
Proof. If f is bidense, both parts of its image factorization are bidense (Lemma
2.8), so that we can reduce the problem to the case of dense monomorphisms
(Lemma 2.11). So let f: A' >--? A and g: B' h) B be dense monomorphisms and
r,s:A~B, r',s':A'::::tB' be such that gr'=rf, gs'=s[. If q:B"*Q and
q': B' --» Q' are the coequalizers of (r, s), (r', S'), we get a factorization
h: Q'~ Q whose image is dense (Lemma 2.2); so it remains to prove that the
equalizer of the kernel pair of h is dense. By factoring (r, s) : A~ B X Band
(rl,s'):A'--»B ' x B' through their image, we can suppose that A, A' are just
relations on B, B ' (Lemma 2.2); using Lemma 2.12 and computing the join with
the diagonal, we can replace A' and A by reflexive relations; analogous remarks
hold for symmetry and transitivity, so that we can suppose A', A to be equival-
ence relations. Finally we are allowed to suppose that (r,s), (r ', s') are just the
kernel pairs of q, q '.
The density of A' >--? A forces that of A'~An (B' x B') (Lemma 2.1). If
u, v :P~ Q I is the kernel pair of h, the pullback of q' X q' along
(u, v) :P~ QI X Q' produces a regular epimorphism R n (B I x B')"* P. The
density of L1: Q' >--? P follows then from Lemma 2.2. 0
Our last lemma is the expected improvement of Proposition 1.8.
Lemma 2.14. Given a regular locally a-presentable category C and a universal
closure operation on C, the corresponding orthogonal reflection is left exact and
inverts exactly those morphisms which are bidense if and only if the a -coproduct of
a family of dense monomorphisms is such that the equalizer of its kernel pair is
again a dense monomorphism.
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Proof. A coproduct is an a-filtered colimit of a-coproducts. The result follows
thus from Proposition 1.8 and Lemmas 2.10, 2.11, 2.13. 0
We conclude this section with a remark. Given a regular locally a-presentable
category C and a universal closure operation on C, for every object C E C we
have the universal morphism Pc: C ----7 ireC), where r-I i is the reflection. Each Pc
is inverted by r and, if f: C~ D is also inverted by r, the equality ir(f) 0 Pc
= PD 0 fshows thatf is bidense as soon as Pc and PD are (cf. Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8).
Thus the class of bidense morphisms coincides with the class of inverted mor-
phisms if and only if each universal morphism Pc is bidense. We have produced in
[6] an example where some universal morphisms Pc are not bidense and where,
moreover, the class of r-inverted morphisms is not stable under pullbacks
(compare with Lemma 2.7) and the reflection r is not left exact.
3. The left exactness of the reflection
In this section, we investigate sufficient conditions for the left exactness of the
reflection associated with a universal closure operation.
Theorem 3.1. Let C be a regular locally presentable category in which a coproduct
of monomorphisms is still a monomorphism. Then the orthogonal reflection
associated with every universal closure operation on C is left exact and there is a
bijection between the localizations of C and the universal closure operations on C.
Proof. By Lemma 2.14 and Proposition 1.4. D
Corollary 3.2. Let C be a regular locally finitely presentable category in which the
coproduct with a finitely presentable object respects monomorphisms. Then the
orthogonal reflection associated with every universal closure operation on C is left
exact and there is a bijection between the localizations of C and the universal
closure operations on C.
Proof. The coproduct of two monomorphisms S~ A, T~ B is the composite
SIlT~ AIlT~ AIlB which reduces the question to the preservation of mono-
morphisms by the functors Cll-(d. Theorem 3.1). One concludes by writing C as
a filtered colimit of finitely presentable objects. 0
The assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied in any Grothendieck topos (d.
[1]) as well as in any abelian category of additive sheaves or presheaves (cf. [9]):
these cases are the two classical situations where localizations have been inten-
sively studied.
Theorem 3.3. Let lr be a finitary algebraic theory, Mod-r the corresponding
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category of models and Fk the free model on k generators. We suppose that for
each kEN and each subobject S~ Fk, the map SUFI~ PkllPl is still injective. In
that case the orthogonal reflection associated with every universal closure operation
on Modlf is left exact and there is a bijection between the localizations of Modlf and
the universal closure operations on Modlf.
Proof. Iterating the assumption from a given dense subobject S >--7 Fk, each map
SUPn~FkllFn is a dense monomorphism. Using Lemma 2.13, each map
SUP~ FkllP with P finitely presentable is bidense. By Lemma 2.10, each map
SIIC~ FkIIC with C arbitrary is bidense.
A dense subobject S~ FX, with X arbitrary, is a filtered colimit of dense
subobjects Sj>--7Fk i , kjEN; by Lemma 2.10 again, each map SIlC~FXllC is
bidense.
Consider an arbitrary dense subobject A: S>--7 A and the canonical quotient
p :PA '"* A. Compute the kernel pair u, v : P~ FA of p and the canonical
quotient w:PP-»P. Pull s back over FA and get a quotient q:p-\S)-»S; its
kernel pair x, y: Q::::t p -l(S) produces a dense monomorphism r: Q >--7 P
(Lemma 2.7). s is obtained as a coequalizer fromp -l(S)~ FA and r-l(Q)~FP,
so that by Lemma 2.13 each map SIlC~AIiC is bidense.
The arguments given for Theorem 3.1 and its corollary conclude the proof. 0
The functor -IIF1 :ModT~ModT involved in Theorem 3.3 is the one which
applies a model A on the model A[X] obtained by adding freely one generator to
A. When 11" is the theory of rings, A[X] is just the ring of polynomials with
coefficients in A and it is obvious that given any monomorphism S~ A, the
mapping S[X]~A[X] is still injective. But not every algebraic theory satisfies
this condition. In [12, p.42] it is shown that when T is the theory of nilpotent
groups of class less than two, the functor F111- does not preserve monomorph-
isms; that theory is indeed algebraic since it is that of groups satisfying the identity
[[ G, G], 0] = (1), which can be expressed by the axioms
A more artificial but less sophisticated example is given by the theory 11" presented
by a binary associative operation satisfying the axiom abed = abc. Then A =
{x2, x 3 } is a subobject of F1 but AIlF1~FlllF1 is not injective since x 2y and
x
2yx2 are distinct in AIIF1 but equal in FlllFl.
Let us also mention that the assumptions on monomorphisms in Theorems 3.1
and 3.3 are not 'if and only if' conditions: in the case of the two theories T we
have just described, the only localizations and universal closure operations are the
two obvious ones, thus the conclusions of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 hold certainly.
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Nevertheless some assumption is necessary since there exist algebraic theories lr
and universal closure operations on Modll" such that the corresponding reflection is
not left exact: an example of such a situation is given in [6].
We conclude this section with another situation of interest.
Theorem 3.4. Consider an algebraic theory T such that every unary operation
commutes with every operation. In that case the orthogonal reflection associated
with every universal closure operation on Modll" is left exact and there is a bijection
between the localizations of Modlf and the universal closure operations on Modlf.
Proof. Lemma 2.14 and previous argumr~nts in this section reduce the question to
proving, for a given subobject A: S H Fk (k E 1\1) the density of the equalizer
.d :FIllS -"7 P of the kernel pair u, v : P 4 FlilS of w = idlls :FlUS -"7 FlilFk. We
use s l> ••• , Sk : F1-"7 Fk, so: FI-"7 FIllS, ss : S-"7 F1llS as notations for the canoni-
cal morphisms of the coproducts; we denote by XoE FI and Xl> ..• , xk E Fk the
canonical generators. We define u: U~ F1 to be the intersection of the various
s;1(5); this is a dense subobject.
Since F1 is a generator in Modll"' it sufficies to prove the density of r\.d) for
every f:F1-"7 P (cf. Lemmas 2.1, 2.5); we shall prove that f-1(Li) contains U.
Given f:FI-"7 P, put f(x) = (a, (3). We deduce w(a) = w(f3) and given Y E U, it
remains to prove the equality ya = y{3. Now we can find a 1 , ••• , al E Sand
p." 11 E F(l + 1) such that
a = p.,(so(xo) , ss(a1), ,sial))'
f3 =l1(So(Xo) , ss(a1), , ssCal)) .
Since y and each at commute with other operations, we compute
ya = w(a)(so( YXo), sse yx1), .•. ,ss( yxk))
= w({3)(so(Yxo), ss(Yx 1),···, ssCyxk )). 0
When T turns out to be a commutative theory (cf. [14]), Theorem 3.4
recaptures a result of [3].
4. Some examples
We produce some applications of our theory which fall out of the scope of the
classical theories of localizations of topases or abelian categories (cf. [1,9]). We
fix a commutative ring R with a unit and consider the theory T of R-algebras.
From FI == R[X] and AllR[X] == A[X], we deduce that the conditions of Theorem
3.3 are satisfied.
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Example 4.1. Given a prime ideal P of the ring R and a subalgebra S~ A, define
S::= {a E A 13r%P: ra E S} .
This defines a universal closure operation on the category of R-algebras, thus a
corresponding localization of it (Corollary 3.2).
Example 4.2. Given an idempotent ideal I of R (i.e. II::= I) and a subalgebra
S~A, define
S::= {a E A I\:IrEI: ra E S} .
This defines a universal closure operation on the category of R-algebras, thus a
corresponding localization of it.
Every pure ideal is idempotent; many examples are given in [3].
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